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Abstract: Touch screens are useful human interfaces on smartphones. Most touch screens only detect contact
position. We propose a proximity and pressure touch screen method to increase usability. The proposed touch
screen consists of plane separated-type and parallel-type electrodes using mutual capacitance measurement. The
proposed sensor detects an object and its position using the plane separated-type electrodes within the proximity
range. It also detects the pressure and precise center position using the parallel-type electrodes (capacitance
pressure sensor) on contact. We believe that the proposed proximity and pressure touch screen will become a
functional and useful interface.
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1.

Introduction

In recent years, touch screens have been widely used as interfaces between humans and electronic displays such as
in smartphones, tablet PCs, and so on. Various sensing
methods for touch screens have been proposed [1]∼[4].
Among them, mutual capacitance measurement has been
used mainly for small touch screens because they can detect multi-touch events [5]. Most previous touch screens
only detect the contact position between the touch screen
and object. On the other hand, proximity touch screens
have been proposed to detect fingers before contact. The
use of a camera to detect a finger has been proposed [6].
However, this device will become large because an external camera is required. Thus, using it for small mobile devices is diﬃcult. For small mobile devices, the method of
attaching an infrared sensor at the side of a smartphone to
detect hand movement has been proposed [7]. However,
accurately detecting the position of a finger on the display
is diﬃcult. A method that combines self-capacitance and
mutual-capacitance measurements to detect fingers within
the proximity range and their contact position has been presented [8]. However, it suﬀers from the diﬃculty of detecting a multi-point touch using self-capacitance measurement
because “ghosts” occur [5], and it is considered not able to
detect pressure.
On the other hand, pressure touch screens have been proposed to detect the pressure between the finger and display.
The use of some pressure sensors attached to a smartphone
to detect the pressure condition has been proposed [9]. A
touchpad for force sensing that uses resistance measurement is proposed [1]. In addition, smartphones [10] [11]
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that can detect the contact position and pressure using a
touch screen and a pressure sensor have been on sale. However, they are not considered to detect an object within a
proximity range.
The goal of our research is to develop a proximity and
pressure touch screen using mutual capacitance measurement to detect an object and its position, including multiple points within the proximity range, contact position, and
pressure, to manipulate the display on the device. Fig. 1
shows the object image of a proximity and pressure touch
screen on a display. When a finger approaches the touch
screen, the sensor detects the object position within the
proximity range. In addition, the displayed image is enlarged according to the distance between the finger and the
sensor. Thus, pushing small interface buttons becomes easy.
When the finger touches the sensor, the sensor detects the

Figure 1: Object image of the proximity and pressure touch
screen in this study.
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pressure and the position of the object, and the image is
manipulated by applying a relatively small pressure. Therefore, this sensor would assure the functionality and usability
of devices using proximity and pressure touch screens.
Previously, we proposed a layered 3D touch screen to detect an object both before and after contact [12]. In that
touch screen, two types of capacitance sensors are layered.
The plane-type capacitance electrodes of the top sensor are
designed to be large to increase sensitivity before contact,
and the parallel-type capacitance electrodes of the bottom
sensor are designed to be small to realize a high spatial resolution during contact. However, the measurement points
of the top sensor are few because its electrodes are large.
Thus, the resolution in the X-Y position within the proximity range is reduced. In addition, the transparency of the
touch screen is reduced because the two types of capacitance sensors are layered. Further, we proposed a proximity
touch screen method using separated-type electrodes with
mutual capacitance measurement [13]. The sensor can detect an object within the proximity range.
In the present paper, we propose a new proximity and
pressure touch screen method using mutual capacitance
measurement. The sensor consists of separate-type and
parallel-type capacitance sensors. The proposed sensor can
combine and separate the electrodes on the separate-type
sensor. The coupled separate-type electrodes are made large
to increase the sensitivity along the Z axis, and the isolated
separate-type electrodes increase the resolution in the X and
Y axes when the object is within the proximity range [13].
In addition, the parallel-type capacitance sensor detects the
pressure and precise center position during contact. We aim
to improve the proximity sensitivity along the Z axis using
a separate-type sensor and detect the pressure and precise
contact position using parallel-type capacitance sensor [14].
A prototype sensor that applies this technique can detect an
object within the proximity range as well as the pressure
and its position point.
Section 2 here presents the principle of the proposed
proximity and pressure methods. Section 3 illustrates the
prototype sensor design. Section 4 provides the evaluation
results and discussion. Section 5 presents the conclusions.
2. Principles
This proposed method aims to detect an object and its position within the proximity range and detect the contact pressure and its precise position using mutual capacitance measurement. Fig. 2(a) shows the schematic diagram of the proposed method. The proposed sensor consists of plane-type
electrodes (E1 and E2 ) and four parallel-type electrodes,
which are the pressure sensors. The plane-type electrodes
detect the position and multi-point orientation of the object
within the proximity range. The parallel-type electrodes
detect the pressure and precise center point of the touch.
In plane-type capacitance sensors, the capacitance between
the electrodes is proportional to their areas. In addition,
the shorter the separation between electrodes is, the larger
is the capacitance. However, the Z-axis information is reduced because the electric field mainly passes through the
IIAE Journal, Vol.6, No.1, 2018
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Figure 2: Principle of the proposed proximity and pressure
touch screen. (a) Schematic diagram of the proximity and
pressure touch screen. (b) Measurement of the coupled electrode. (c) Measurement of the separated electrode. (d) Measurement of the pressure sensor.

nearby electrodes. On the other hand, the larger the separation between electrodes is, the smaller is the capacitance.
However, the Z-axis information increases because the electric field mainly passes far from the electrodes. In the proposed method, the detection sensitivity along the Z axis is
increased by the coupled electrodes. The X-Y resolution of
the proposed sensor is increased by the separated electrodes
when a finger is within the proximity range. Figs. 2(b) and
(c) show each measurement. Fig. 2(b) shows the measurement of the coupled electrodes, and Fig. 2(c) shows that of
the separated electrodes. In Fig. 2(b), the coupled electrodes
measure the capacitance (CT ). CT is expressed as
CT = CT 1 + CT 2

(1)

Here, CT 1 is the capacitance between the distantly spaced
electrodes, and CT 2 is the capacitance between the closely
spaced electrodes. When the object is far away, CT 1 is
mainly changed. Thus, the proposed method can detect an
object far from the sensor because the coupled electrodes
can detect the change in CT 1 . CT 2 changes when an object
is near. Thus, increasing the X-Y resolution by the separated electrodes is possible because the separation between
the electrodes is small. Therefore, we expect that the coupled electrodes can increase the detection sensitivity along
the Z axis when an object is far, and the separated electrodes
can increase the X-Y resolution when an object is near [13].
In addition, the mutual capacitance (C B ) of the paralleltype electrodes changes according to the indentation, which
is equal to the distance (de ) between the parallel-type electrodes when the finger touches the sensor. Here, C B is expressed as
C B = εe

Se
de

(2)

Here, S e is the electrode area, and εe is the dielectric constant of the elastic body. In addition, the variation (∆C B ) in
C B is expressed as
∆C B = C B − C B0 ∝ f (P)

(3)
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Here, C B0 is the steady-state value of C B , and P is the pressure. The center position of the touch is calculated from
the distribution of the four sensors. Thus, the four paralleltype electrodes that use mutual capacitance measurement
detect the pressure and the precise center point of the touch.
Therefore, the proposed sensor detects an object using the
coupled electrodes when the object is far and using the
separated electrodes when the object is near. Further, the
proposed sensor detects multiple points using the separated
electrodes as well as the pressure and precise center point
of the contact using the parallel-type electrodes [14].
3.

E2 E 1

Results and Discussion

4.1 Proximity Measurement
We show the results of
the proximity measurement of the proposed and conventional electrodes to detect an object along the Z axis [13].
The distance (d, positioned from 0 to 50 mm) between the
sensor and object was varied by the robot arm (Fig. 4(a)).
Fig. 4(b) shows the positions of the object and the proposed
sensor with the coupled electrodes (electrode width (EW)
= 20 mm), Fig. 4(c) shows those of the proposed sensor
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Figure 3 shows the structure of the prototype touch screen.
A large electrode is needed to increase the sensitivity of
the capacitance measurements. However, the separation between the electrodes must be reduced to realize high spatial
resolution. Thus, we propose a structure in which the coupled electrodes (E1 and E2 ) of the plane-type capacitance
sensor are large to increase the sensitivity along the Z axis
at a far away location. In addition, the electrodes can be separated at the center point to realize a high spatial resolution
close to the proximity range. Thus, the prototype plane sensor consists of 3 × 3 coupled electrodes and 6 × 6 separated
electrodes. The width of the electrodes in a conventional
touch screen is approximately 5 mm. Therefore, the width
of the electrodes in the proposed sensor is larger than that
in conventional electrodes. A glass epoxy sheet (thickness
= 0.4 mm, denoted by GE in Fig. 3) is installed at the top
of the sensor, which is isolated from the object. Polyethylene terephthalate (thickness = 0.1 mm, denoted by PT in
Fig. 3) is installed between E1 and E2 to isolate the electrodes. The electrodes are copper-plated in basic studies.
The parallel-type electrodes are set at the four corners of the
sensor. Urethane gel (thickness = 1.0 mm, denoted by UG
in Fig. 3) is set between the parallel-type electrodes. The capacitances are measured using a control circuit, which consists of an analog switch, microcomputer, and capacitance
measurement IC (Analog Devices, AD7142). AD7142 is a
mutual capacitance-to-digital converter (16-bit). The measured data (16-bit) are captured by a PC. The unit of the
measured values indicates the A/D converted digital values
(digit). The electrodes that are not used for measurement
are connected to a shield, which is either the ground or has
an equal potential to that of the measured signal. The object
is a grounded conductor (diameter = 15 mm), which represents a finger model in this study. An object is attached to a
robot arm to control the position [14].
4.
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Figure 3: Proposed sensor. (a) Sensor structure. E1 and E2 :
electrodes; GE: glass epoxy; PT: polyethylene terephthalate;
UG: urethane gel; S1 - S4 : pressure sensors. The dimensions
are expressed in millimeters. (b) Measurement system of the
separated-type electrodes. (c) Measurement system of the
pressure sensor.
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Figure 4: Measurement condition.

with the separated electrodes (EW = 10 mm). Fig. 4(d)
shows those of the conventional electrode (EW = 5 mm),
and Fig. 4(e) shows those of the conventional coupled four
electrodes (EW = 20 mm). Here, the colored electrodes
are the measured electrodes. Fig. 5 shows the variations
(∆CT ) measured from each electrode. Fig. 5 shows that
∆CT changed according to d within the proximity range.
Thus, the sensor could detect an object before contact using ∆CT . ∆CT in the coupled proposed sensor changed at a
far distance. ∆CT in the conventional sensor changed at a
nearby location. In this experiment, the proposed coupled
electrodes could detect an object within approximately 40
mm. The separated electrodes could detect an object within
approximately 30 mm. The conventional electrodes could
detect an object within approximately 10 mm. The conventional coupled electrodes could detect an object within approximately 30 mm. In addition, this sensor could detect the
object position within the proximity range [13], and it could
be made transparent for a touch screen using indium tin oxide electrodes [15]. Fig. 6 shows a 2D map of the electric
potential and line of electric force of the proposed and conventional coupled sensors from the electrostatic field simulation (Field Precision LLC, EStat). The potential value of
E1 is 1 V, and that of E2 is 0 V. The line of electric force
of the proposed coupled sensor is transparent at a far distance. This is the reason for the increased detection sensitivity along the Z axis when the size of the electrodes is
increased. The line of electric force of the conventional sensor is transparent at a nearby location. Thus, this proposed
sensor can detect an object within the proximity range.
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4.2 Contact Measurement
We evaluated the contact
measurement using the parallel-type electrodes to detect the
precise center point of the contact. Fig. 7 shows the position of the object and the proposed sensor. The object was
moved ±30 mm from and to the center of the sensor in the
X direction. The contact condition was detected using a
force gauge. The pressure was 2 N. The pressure between
the sensor and the object was varied by the robot arm. We
calculated the X-Y position of the object on the contact using ∆C B of each parallel-type electrode. The X (XBP ) and Y
(YBP ) positions were calculated by the following equations
using ∆C B :
XBP =

∆C B1 − ∆C B2 − ∆C B3 + ∆C B4
∆C B1 + ∆C B2 + ∆C B3 + ∆C B4

(4)

YBP =

∆C B1 + ∆C B2 − ∆C B3 − ∆C B4
∆C B1 + ∆C B2 + ∆C B3 + ∆C B4

(5)

Here, ∆C B1 - ∆C B4 are the capacitance variations of each
parallel-type sensor (S1 - S4 ). Fig. 8 shows XBP , which is
calculated using Eq. 4. The horizontal axis is the object
position (X position). Fig. 8 shows that XBP changed according to the X position of the object. However, error in
XBP occurred. Thus, we corrected XBP by the least square
method using Eq. 6.
XBP ′ = k0 + k1 XBP + k2 XBP 2 + k3 XBP 3

(6)

Here, ki (i = 0 to 3) denote the coeﬃcients. We evaluated
the corrected XBP . The object was moved by ±10 mm from
and to the center of the sensor in 2 mm increment in the
X direction. The pressure was from 2 to 10 N. Fig. 9(a)
shows the relationship between the calculated XBP ’ and X
positions. Thus, detecting the center position of the object
in XBP ’ became possible using ∆C B . In this experiment,
IIAE Journal, Vol.6, No.1, 2018

the average error of XBP ’ when the pressure was 2 N was
0.26 mm, that at 6 N was 0.94 mm, and that at 10 N was
0.87 mm. The main reason was that the value at 2 N was
low because 2 N was used in Eq. 6. However, we believe
that the error can be reduced by correcting the value of 2 N
because the pressure changes from weak to strong.
Next, we evaluated the contact measurement using the
parallel-type electrodes to detect the pressure during contact. The pressure (P) was calculated by the following least
square method using the values of each parallel-type sensor
(S1 - S4 ).
P = f (∆C A ) + f (D)

(7)

Here, ∆C A is the sum of ∆C B1 - ∆C B4 , and D is the distance
from the center of the electrodes where the capacitance displayed the largest change. Fig. 9(b) shows the calculated
pressure using Eq. 7 and the X position. Fig. 9(b) shows
that P changed according to the pressure. In this experiment, the average error of XBP ’ when the pressure was 2 N
was 0.068 N, that at 6 N was 0.27 N, and that at 10 N was
0.11 N. Thus, the proposed sensor could detect the pressure
at each position.
We compared the contact measurement on the X axis of
the plane separated- and parallel-type electrodes. The values of the coupled and separated electrodes of the plane
separated-type electrodes at the contact point (0 N) were
calculated, and the values of the pressure sensor were calculated to be 2 N. Fig. 10 shows each result. XP varied according to the X position (theoretical values). In this experiment, the average error of the coupled electrodes was 1.1
mm, and the standard deviation (SD) was 0.079 mm. The
average error of the separated electrodes was 0.49 mm, and
the SD was 0.017 mm. The average error of the pressure
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sensor was 0.26 mm, and the SD was 0.13 mm. In this experiment, the average error of the pressure sensor was better
than those of the coupled and separated electrodes. However, the SDs of the coupled and separated electrodes were
better than that of the pressure sensor.
Next, we evaluated the X-Y position and pressure measurement using the pressure sensor. The object was set with
the point at coordinates (3, -3) and (7, -7) on the sensor.
Fig. 11(a) shows the calculated X-Y coordinate position using Eq. 4 -Eq. 6. Fig. 11(b) shows the calculated pressure
using Eq. 7. The X-Y position and pressure could be detected using this proposed sensor. In this experiment, the
average X-Y position error at 2 N was 0.54 mm, that at 6
N was 1.4 mm, and that at 10 N was 0.38 N. The average
pressure error was 0.38 N [14].
4.3 Proximity and Contact Measurement
We evaluated the proximity and contact measurement using the proposed sensor. Fig. 12 shows the results. Fig. 12(a) shows
the measurement position. A finger approached the sensor
(II and III). The finger pushed the sensor with a weak force
(IV) and a strong force (V). Two fingers approached the sensor (VI) and pushed the sensor (VII and VIII). Fig. 12(b)
shows ∆CT of the coupled electrodes. Fig. 12(c) shows
∆CT of the separated electrodes. Fig. 12(d) shows the calculated pressure and center position using the pressure sensor.
Here, the values are shown as white in Fig. 12 when the values are less than ±3 SD lower than the values in air. Figs.
12(b) and (c) show that ∆CT varied according to the finger
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Figure 11: Measurement results. (a) Relationship between
XBP ’ and YBP ’. (b) Relationship between the X position and
P.

position at the non-contact points (II to III). Thus, the sensor
could detect the object before contact (proximity range).
Figure 12(d) shows that P varied according to the pressure and object position when the finger pushed the display
(IV and V). Thus, the sensor could detect the pressure and
position. In addition, the sensor could detect multiple positions (VI - VIII) using the plane-type sensor.
Therefore, the coupled electrodes detected the object position when the object was far away. The separated elecIIAE Journal, Vol.6, No.1, 2018
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